A2. UNIT 4. – WHAT’S GOING ON

Grammar:


Present continuous.



What’s happening now.



Future arrangements.
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4.1. Select the correct answer.
1. - Where’s John?
- He’s in the kitchen. He ______________.

☐ is cooking

☐ are cooking

2. - You ______________ on my foot.
- Oh, I’m sorry.

☐ standing

☐ are standing

3. Look! Somebody ______________ in the river.

☐ are swimming

☐ is swimming

4. We’re here on vacation. We ______________ at the Far West Motel.

☐ staying

☐ are staying

5. - Where’s Erin?
- She ______________ a shower.

☐ is talomg

☐ am taking

6. They ______________ a new hotel downtown.

☐ are building

☐ is building

7. I ______________ now. Goodbye.

☐ are leaving

☐ am leaving
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4.2. Put in the correct order.
Example: __I am not washing my hair_____________.
washing

am

__

hair

my

I

not

_____________.
chair

sitting

i

__

on

am

a

_____________.
is

it

__

rainning

not

_____________.

I

english

__

studying

am

_____________.

music

__

I

not

am

listening

_____________.

is

sun

shinning

the
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__

_____________.

shoes

wearing

__

I

am

_____________.

not

a

I

am

newspaper

reading

4.3. Select the correct answer.
1. ☐ I am going to the cinema on Tuesday evening.

☐ I going to the cinema on Tuesday evening.
2. ☐ Annette is not having lunch with Maya on Saturday.

☐ Annette is has lunch with Maya on Saturday.
3. ☐ Martin are going to the beach on Friday morning.

☐ Martin is going to the beach on Friday morning.
4. ☐ Where are you having dinner on Sunday evening?

☐ Where you are having dinner on Sunday evening?
5. ☐ Who do they meeting on Thursday morning?

☐ Who are they meeting on Thursday morning?
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4.4. Put the words in the correct order.
1. ______________________________________.

meeting

Paul

the

at

airport

I’m

2. ______________________________________.

party

a

house

my

tomorrow

we’re

having

at

3. _____________________________________.

Sunday

aren’t

they

leaving

until

4. _________________________________________________________.

staying

with

we

France

are

get

when some

to

friends we

5. _____________________________________.

tomorrow

?

him

seeing

is

she
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4.5. Drag the words from the blank space to complete the text.

celebrating

visiting

seeing

playing

going

watching

Next week is a holiday and we have lots of things to do! On Monday, we’re
_________ some friends and we’re _________ a movie. On Tuesday, we’re
_________ our family in another city. On Wednesday, we’re _________ football
with our friends. On Thursday, we’re _________ shopping. And on Friday, our
cousin is _________ his birthday with a big party!

4.6. Match the following arrangements and how they are organized.
1. I’m going to the doctor next

-

week.
2. I’m playing football with my

park.
-

friends tomorrow.
3. We’re having a party at the

We have bought all the
ingredients.

-

weekend
4. We’re baking a cake for my

We agreed to meet at the

I’ve got an appointment with
the doctor.

-

I’ve invited many people.

birthday.
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4.7. Select the correct answer.
1- ☐ I’m visiting my friend tomorrow.

☐ I visit my friend tomorrow.
☐ I tomorrow visit my friend.
2- ☐ What do you do this weekend?

☐ What are you doing this weekend?
☐ What you are doing this weekend?
3- ☐ I’m on Saturday celebrating my birthday.

☐ I celebrate Saturday my birthday.
☐ I’m celebrating my birthday on Saturday.
4- ☐ We watch a movie on Sunday.

☐ We are watching a movie on Sunday.
☐ We on Sunday watch a movie.
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4.8. Select the correct form to complete the following dialogue.
-

Alex: Klaus, ___________ shopping this afternoon, would you like to
come with me?

☐ I’m going
-

☐ I go

Klaus: Of course, Alex! ___________ to the shopping center this
afternoon because I need new clothes, we can go together!

☐ I’m going
-

Alex: What time ___________? Klaus

☐ are you leaving
-

☐ I take

Alex: No need for that Klaus ___________ there, I can pick you up!

☐ I’m driving
-

☐ do you leave

Klaus: Well Alex ___________ the bus at 6pm.

☐ I’m taking
-

☐ I go

☐ I drive

Klaus: That’s great! See you this afternoon Alex!
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4.9. Select the correct answer. Say if the present continuous expresses an
activity happening now or a planned future arrangement.
1. It’s six o’clock. Are you getting ready for school?
☐ An activity happening now.
☐ A planned future arrangement.

2. What time are they coming to dinner?
☐ An activity happening now.
☐ A planned future arrangement.

3. Why are you smiling?
☐ An activity happening now.
☐ A planned future arrangement.

4. Where’s George? He’s taking a break from work.
☐ An activity happening now.
☐ A planned future arrangement.

5. What are you doing after school?
☐ An activity happening now.
☐ A planned future arrangement.

6. Is she working this weekend?
☐ An activity happening now.
☐ A planned future arrangement.
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4.10. Fill in the blank space with the correct answer.
Questions
is

are

going

taking you

When ______________ you _______________ to the beach?
Who _________ _____________ to school?

Affirmative sentences
are

having

am

visiting

I _________ _______________ lunch with my friends tomorrow.
They __________ _____________ their grandparents this weekend.

Negative sentences
aren’t

going

arriving

isn’t

They __________ ______________ until they finish work.
She ________ __________ to the opera with him.
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CORRECT ANSWERS
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4.1. Select the correct answer.
1. - Where’s John?
- He’s in the kitchen. He ______________.

☒ is cooking

☐ are cooking

2. - You ______________ on my foot.
- Oh, I’m sorry.

☐ standing

☒ are standing

3. Look! Somebody ______________ in the river.

☐ are swimming

☒ is swimming

4. We’re here on vacation. We ______________ at the Far West Motel.

☐ staying

☒ are staying

5. - Where’s Erin?
- She ______________ a shower.

☒ is taking

☐ am taking

6. They ______________ a new hotel downtown.

☒ are building

☐ is building

7. I ______________ now. Goodbye.

☐ are leaving

☒ am leaving
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4.2. Put in the correct order.

1.__ I am sitting on a chair __________.

2. __I am not eating___

3. _ It is not raining

_______.

_____________.

4.__I am studying English

_______.

5.__I am not listening to music _______.

6.__The sun in shinning

___________.

7.__ I am wearing shoes _____________.

8.__

I am not Reading a newspaper______.
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4.3. Select the correct answer.
1. ☒ I am going to the cinema on Tuesday evening.

☐ I going to the cinema on Tuesday evening.
2. ☒ Annette is not having lunch with Maya on Saturday.

☐ Annette is has lunch with Maya on Saturday.
3. ☐ Martin are going to the beach on Friday morning.

☒ Martin is going to the beach on Friday morning.
4. ☒ Where are you having dinner on Sunday evening?

☐ Where you are having dinner on Sunday evening?
5. ☐ Who do they meeting on Thursday morning?

☒ Who are they meeting on Thursday morning?
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4.4. Put the words in the correct order.
1. __I’m meeting Paul at the airport ____________.

2. __We’re having a party at my house tomorrow__.

3. __They aren’t leaving until Sunday___________.

4. _We are staying with some friends when we get to France_____.

5. _Is she seeing him tomorrow?____ _________.

4.5. Drag the words from the blank space to complete the text.

celebrating

visiting

seeing

playing

going

watching

Next week is a holiday and we have lots of things to do! On Monday, we’re
__seeing__ some friends and we’re __watching___ a movie. On Tuesday,
we’re _visiting_ our family in another city. On Wednesday, we’re _playing_
football with our friends. On Thursday, we’re _going___ shopping. And on
Friday, our cousin is _celebrating__ his birthday with a big party!
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4.6. Match the following arrangements and how they are organized.

1. I’m going to the doctor next

-

week.
2. I’m playing football with my

I’ve got an appointment with the
doctor.

-

We agreed to meet at the park.

-

I’ve invited many people.

-

We have bought all the

friends tomorrow.
3. We’re having a party at the
weekend
4. We’re baking a cake for my
birthday.

ingredients.
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4.7. Select the correct answer.
1- ☒ I’m visiting my friend tomorrow.

☐ I visit my friend tomorrow.
☐ I tomorrow visit my friend.
2- ☐ What do you do this weekend?

☒ What are you doing this weekend?
☐ What you are doing this weekend?
3- ☐ I’m on Saturday celebrating my birthday.

☐ I celebrate Saturday my birthday.
☒ I’m celebrating my birthday on Saturday.
4- ☐ We watch a movie on Sunday.

☒ We are watching a movie on Sunday.
☐ We on Sunday watch a movie.
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4.8. Select the correct form to complete the following dialogue.
-

Alex: Klaus, ___________ shopping this afternoon, would you like to
come with me?

☒ I’m going
-

☐ I go

Klaus: Of course, Alex! ___________ to the shopping center this
afternoon because I need new clothes, we can go together!

☒ I’m going
-

Alex: What time ___________? Klaus

☒ are you leaving
-

☐ I take

Alex: No need for that Klaus ___________ there, I can pick you up!

☒ I’m driving
-

☐ do you leave

Klaus: Well Alex ___________ the bus at 6pm.

☒ I’m taking
-

☐ I go

☐ I drive

Klaus: That’s great! See you this afternoon Alex!
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4.9. Select the correct answer. Say if the present continuous expresses an
activity happening now or a planned future arrangement.
1. It’s six o’clock. Are you getting ready for school?

☒ An activity happening now.
☐ A planned future arrangement.
2. What time are they coming to dinner?

☐ An activity happening now.
☒ A planned future arrangement.
3. Why are you smiling?

☒ An activity happening now.
☐ A planned future arrangement.
4. Where’s George? He’s taking a break from work.

☒ An activity happening now.
☐ A planned future arrangement.
5. What are you doing after school?

☐ An activity happening now.
☒ A planned future arrangement.
6. Is she working this weekend?

☐ An activity happening now.
☒ A planned future arrangement.
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4.10. Fill in the blank space with the correct answer.
Questions
is

are

going

taking you

When ___are_____ you _____going______ to the beach?
Who __is__ ___taking you__ to school?

Affirmative sentences
are

having

am

visiting

I _ am_ ___having___ lunch with my friends tomorrow.
They ___are____ __visiting___ their grandparents this weekend.

Negative sentences
aren’t

going

arriving

isn’t

They __aren’t __ __ arriving __ until they finish work.
She __isn’t____ ___going___ to the opera with him.
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